WONDER CAMP FUN
Weekly Camp Themes

Who’s got spirit? Our wonderful, sometimes wacky, weekly camp themes are sure to engage each
child and bring a new level of excitement and anticipation to camp. Each week is at the discretion
of the camp director. Check with your local Y to verify which theme will apply to the Wonder Camp
week of your choice.

Whimsical World
Do you like your eggs green and socks clean? Do you speak for the trees or oh, go places with ease? Go on a
camp adventure with us participating in different whimsical activities each day! Start your summer off with a
bang with exciting games, crafts, STEAM activities, and a big event on Friday that would knock the socks off
a fox!

Secret Agent Training
Break out your night vision goggles and zero in on this top secret week of camp. Campers will deploy on a critical
mission with their fellow agent campers, supporting one another as they push their limits. These action heroes
will be trainees in spy stealth, learning to decode top secret devices, and working as a team to complete the final
big event mission! This message will self-destruct in 5, 4, 3, 2, 1…

Operation Green
Take a big whiff of fresh air. Now, listen to the birds chirping and feel the sun shining. This week we are going
green to ensure that campers in 100 years can have the same outdoor experiences. Going Green is one way we
protect the safety of our planet and in order to help, campers will plant trees, learn ways to keep our planet
healthy, and participate in the Great Recycle Challenge of 2019.

Hydration Vacation
”Water” you doing?! Pull out the towels, swim suits, and goggles because we are ready to get soaked! This week
campers will experience buckets of fun in their YMCA backyard. Get ready to cool off in your favorite splash
zone, dunk their favorite counselors, take a dip in the polar pond, and so much more! Slip n’ slide on into this
week where no one is getting out dry!

Color War Spirit
We love camp, yes we do. We love camp, how about you? Will you be red, yellow, blue, or green? Join us for a
week of fun competition where the way to win is to show your camp spirit! Different age groups will participate
in all types of challenges to win coveted camp spirt awards! Break out the crazy socks, funky hair, camp songs,
chants, and team colors because we are looking for the campers with the most spirit!
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You Can Be It
What are you going to be when you grow up? You could fight fires, use science to cure diseases, build giant
buildings, create hit songs, or something else incredible. This week at camp we will provide one of a kind games,
activities, and programs to learn about cool careers. We will even have visits from some friends with cool jobs in
our own community! If you don’t know what you want to be, come join us to try a few jobs on for size.

International Adventure
Do you ever wonder what’s for dinner in Spain? What kind of sports are popular in Japan? How would we
celebrate a birthday in Brazil? This week of camp will take campers around the world to learn about and
experience many different cultures, traditions, and lifestyles. No need for a passport since we are bringing the
rest of the world to camp! Don’t fret, our end of the week big event will take us around the world but won’t
leave you with jet lag.

Day Camp’s Excellent Adventure
Do you have a time machine? No worries, you can use ours and take a trip with us backward AND forward in
time! Just think togas, t-rex, tie dye, teleportation, and everything in between. This week will surely provide
amazing time travel experiences and hopefully we will make it back to present day to share our story in a big
event.

Out of this World
Is the moon really made of cheese? Are aliens really green? There’s only one way to find out and this week at
camp we will do just that. Strap into your rocket and head for the stars as we explore the great unknown
through out of this world activities. There will be no need to phone home with the amount of fun to be had this
week at camp. Will someone let Houston know: We do not have a problem, camp is supposed to be this fun.

Campers vs. Wild
What would you do if you were stuck in the wild? Would you know how to build a shelter? What about where
get food and water? This week at camp go on an adventure to learn some fun survival type skills through games,
activities, crafts, and interactive learning. These are skills we hope you’ll never need and memories you’ll never
forget! Disclaimer: Campers may gain knowledge on how to make and eat the perfect s’more.

Under the Sea
Feeling the need for a good dose of Vitamin “sea”? Well, grab your snorkel and flippers because this week of
camp is going twenty-thousand leagues under the sea! Go on an adventure to find the sunken treasure or high
five an octopus. Hold your breath and clear your ears, this week we swim among the fishes for a whale of a good
time! Even if you don’t like to swim or the ocean has made you salty, there’s no pier-pressure to get in and tons
to do out of the water!

The Grand Finale
Someone once said “all good things must come to an end”. That may be true, but let’s not throw in the towel just
yet. This camp farewell week will provide some of the greatest challenges of all time for our campers. With
games and activities for all ages and interests, each camper will be challenged to the max!! Campers will team up
with their camp houses, facing various obstacle courses, team building, sports challenges, trivia, and the biggest
of big events all inching towards the championship. Will you win summer 2019?

